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Terminology
DLS = Digital Literacy Skills
ERT = Emergency Remote Teaching
FP = Feminist Pedagogy

Context
Larger study investigates DLS
and experiences of higher
education instructors (n=316)
during ERT.
This presentation corresponds
to the qualitative part of the
study: instructors’ ERT stories
(n=156)

—What we know
Instructors worldwide faced a multitude
of challenges while adjusting to teaching
and learning during ERT due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
These challenges ranged from alternative
pedagogical strategies and technological
implementations to more humanizing
and supportive instructional approaches.

(Romero-Hall & Jaramillo Cherrez, 2021)

Feminist
Pedagogy

Feminist Pedagogy – Online
Learning
•

•

Humanize the learning experience
(Feminist Pedagogy for Teaching Online:
Digital Guide)
“helps educators connect the systems and
structures of higher education to wider
socio-political issues and critique
oppressive or unjust practices, policies, or
processes” (Veletsianos & Koseoglu, 2021,
p.1)

Intersectional Feminist Pedagogy Tenets

Source

Empowerment:
Balance unequal power relationships;
Analyze power and privilege;
Share power

Shrewsbury, 1987;
Stake & Hoffman, 2000;
Chick & Hassel, 2009;

Community building:
Connect with others; promoting cooperative learning

Richards, 2011;
Chick & Hassel, 2009

Pedagogy of care:
Self care;
Care for others;

Bali, 2015; 2021
Mondelli & Tobin, 2020
Richards, 2011
Bell hooks, 2003

Social action:
Practical application of knowledge to social issues
Connect with communities;
Practice activism

Richards, 2011;
Stake & Hoffman, 2000;
Chick & Hassel, 2009;

Intersectional identity
Identify the intersection of various identities and their influence on individual and
collective situations;
Honor diversity

Ludlow, 2004;
Stake & Hoffman, 2000

Respect
Validation of personal experiences;
Mutual respect;

Chick & Hassel, 2009;
Stake & Hoffman, 2000;

Intersectional Feminist Pedagogy Tenets

Source

Self-interrogation and bias awareness
Process for raising self-awareness and recognizing preconceptions,
assumptions, and unearned advantages that can help challenge systems of
oppression

Stake & Hoffman, 2000;
Ludlow, 2004

Accountable collaboration
Share responsibility for knowledge construction with transparent roles;
space for contention as well as collaboration

Ludlow, 200

Critical View of Power and Authority
How can we disrupt oppressive power structures?

Vanderbilt Center for Teaching

Embodiment
Recognition that we’re more than the embodiment.

Vanderbilt Center for Teaching
Romero-Hall (AECT ‘21 presentation)

Learner Agency
Treating students as co-educators

Vanderbilt Center for Teaching
Romero-Hall (AECT ‘21 presentation)

Methodology

Larger Study
• 316 instructors in Higher
Education

Survey Study

Qualitative Data
• 156 instructors completed openended question related to unique
ERT experiences
• how instructors humanized their
teaching during ERT by looking at
their experiences through the
lens of FP.

Data Analysis

DEVELOPED CODEBOOK FROM THE
RESEARCH LITERATURE ABOUT THE
FP TENETS

BUILT OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF
THE FP TENETS TO EXAMINE
PARTICIPANTS’ STORIES AND LIVED
EXPERIENCES –FEELINGS,
CHALLENGES, PERSPECTIVES, AND
ACTIONS

CONDUCTED A PRIOR CODING
USING CODEBOOK

FP Tenets

Codebook

Empowerment

Self-interrogation and bias
awareness

Community building

Accountable collaboration

Pedagogy of care

Alternative histories and
narratives

Social action

Critical view of power and
authority

Intersectional identity

Embodiment

Respect

Learner agency

Data Analysis
•
•
•
•
•

Coded together the first 20 stories using
codebook 1.0
Coded individually the next 20 stories –
analytic memos
Reviewed individual coding and updated
codebook together
Coded remaining stories independently
using codebook 2.0
Review each others’ comments and
reconciled coding

Findings

Overall Findings

INSTANCES OF ALL TWELVE
TENETS OF FP IN THE CODEBOOK
WERE PRESENT IN 106 FACULTY’S
STORIES.

ONE-THIRD OF THE STORIES
(N=50) DID NOT ILLUSTRATE ANY
OF THE TENETS

FP Tenets Identified
Tenet

%

n

Tenet

%

n

Pedagogy of
care

37%

56

Alternatives
histories

15%

23

Respect

29%

43

Accountable
collaboration

11%

16

Empowerment

26%

39

10%

15

Intersectional
identity

26%

39

Critical views of
power
Learner agency

10%

15

Embodiment

26%

39

6%

9

Community
building

15%

23

Self-interrogation
& bias
Social action

<1%

2

Findings
Pedagogy of care

Respect

Empowerment

Genuine care & empathy

Being understanding and

Recognition of positions of

for others to support

acknowledge lived

power to make decisions

student well-being &

experiences through

mental health

vulnerability

“treat them (and ourselves)
with lots of care and
empathy and help each
other"

“balancing work and family
plus helping my students
with different issues such as
accessibility”

“the spring semester was a
"watershed moment" … like
an opportunity to break
through traditional
practices”

Findings
Intersectional identity

Embodiment

Community building

Discovered students’

Students as individuals that

Build community to ensure

identities and their barriers

are more than their physical

connections, value, and

or opportunities for learning

or visible digital presence

belonging

“I utilized check in systems
via surveys and drop in
office ‘zoffice’ hours via
zoom to capture individual
student needs ”

“difficult to be present in the
breakout rooms and not
being able to listen…[used]
other tools that allowed me
to …have some insight into
what was going on.”

“students complained of not
having money to buy
[phone] data… network
unavailability …or being
sent on an errand "

Findings
Alternative histories

Accountable
collaboration

Critical views of
power

Realizations that life

Teaching as a process of

Lack of leadership while

happens in parallel to

mutual support &

moving to ERT and greater

academic responsibilities

collaboration among students

demands & expectations to

& colleagues

keep teaching

“[experienced instructors]
were a lot of help in teaching
us how to optimize the course
for online delivery ”

“this led to months of
fatigue, confusion, and
frustration as we continued
to [teach].”

“students complained of not
having money to buy
[phone] data… network
unavailability …or being
sent on an errand "

Findings
Learner agency

Self-interrogation
& bias

Social action

Observed students’ use of

Questioned teaching

Support reached a broader

digital technologies &

approaches or deemed

community that was

engagement

them inadequate in ERT

desperate for help

“[I was]ready to quit…I am
not sure if I am doing the
right thing, not sure how to
provide all the information I
usually offer in class”

“[students] asked if others
outside of the program could
attend, so I [gave out] a
guest link to the meetings.
We ended … with about 200
people attending 3x a week.”

“interactive activities
using web-based
whiteboard tools, Zoom
chat, and Google
docs/slides for students to
make their input"

Implications
• Prioritized care before teaching and learning while considering the
multiple identities and realities of students
• Developed deep human connections that fundamentally changed the
learning space dynamics
• Need to support instructors:
• to increase efforts to humanize the learning experience
• to go beyond academic resources and infrastructure and consider
the personal, relational, and well-being of both learners and
instructors
• to overcome struggles not only during ERT but beyond it
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